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ABSTRACT: For threatened and endangered species, translocations have been widely used to
mitigate multiple sources of mortality that threaten population recovery. Although numerous
Hawaiian monk seals Neomonachus schauinslandi have been translocated for a variety of purposes, few monk seal translocations have addressed the problem of prey limitation. To assess the
efficacy of using translocations to mitigate reduced prey availability, 12 weanling monk seals
were translocated with pre-release health screening and post-release monitoring. Specifically, the
health, foraging behavior, habitat use, and survival of translocated seals were compared with
those of 17 monk seals resident to the release site. There was little evidence of infectious diseases
in translocated and resident seals, although Chlamydophila abortus antibodies and enteric bacteria were detected in many individuals. Translocated and resident weanling seals also demonstrated similar diving, movements, and habitat use, whereas resident adult seals had greater variability in foraging patterns. First-year survival for translocated weanlings (50%, n = 12) and
non-translocated weanlings at the donor (31%, n = 36) and recipient sites (69%, n = 16) was
related to weaning body size, with larger individuals having greater survivorship. These results
supported 3 main conclusions that have important consequences for future translocation and population recovery efforts: (1) there was minimal risk of exposing seals to novel infectious diseases
as a result of translocation; (2) individuals translocated with limited foraging experience rapidly
adapted to their post-release environment; and (3) translocation for the purpose of mitigating prey
limitation is a viable and important conservation tool for Hawaiian monk seals.
KEY WORDS: Translocation · Post-release monitoring · Health assessment · Foraging conditions ·
First-year survival · Hawaiian monk seal

INTRODUCTION
Species conservation has long included the use of
direct protection and policy reform to promote population stability and growth. In instances when these
traditional management tools have not altered decreasing population trends, applied conservation
strategies increasingly are implemented (Fischer &
*Corresponding author: norrist@tmmc.org

Lindenmayer 2000, Salafsky et al. 2002). Translocation, or the deliberate movement of wild individuals
from one location to another, is one such strategy
(IUCN 1998, Seddon et al. 2012). To be designed
effectively, translocation programs should include
thorough pre-release planning and post-release
monitoring, such as conducting health screening,
assessing habitat quality at the release location, and
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tracking animals immediately after release and longterm (Wolf et al. 1996, IUCN 1998, Mathews et al.
2006). Many programs, however, fail to assess one or
more of these factors that can influence success, and
until recently, few translocation studies implemented
robust post-release monitoring or experimental approaches with testable hypotheses (Griffith et al.
1989, Dodd & Seigel 1991, Wolf et al. 1996, Fischer &
Lindenmayer 2000, Sheean et al. 2012). Translocations have been applied widely, with varying levels
of success, to reduce the risk of extinction for a variety of threatened and endangered avian, terrestrial
mammal, and reptilian species (e.g. Dodd & Seigel
1991, Reynolds et al. 2008, Gusset et al. 2009). Conversely, there are few instances in which translocations have been used to promote the population
recovery of endangered marine mammals (Swan et
al. 2016), with the exception of sea otters Enhydra
lutris (Jameson et al. 1982) and Hawaiian monk seals
Neomonachus schauinslandi (Baker et al. 2011).
Despite legal protections and decades of conservation efforts, Hawaiian monk seal abundance (currently a minimum of 1300 individuals) has continued
to decrease at 6 sites in the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands (NWHI) that compose the majority of the species total population (Harting et al. 2014, Baker et al.
2016, Carretta et al. 2016). Prey limitation, which primarily affects seals < 2 yr old, is the main threat for
monk seals in the NWHI (Craig & Ragen 1999, Baker
2008). Chronic poor juvenile survival related to reduced prey availability has persisted since the late
1980s at one site in particular, French Frigate Shoals
(FFS; Craig & Ragen 1999, Baker & Thompson 2007).
Other sources of mortality for this population include
shark predation, intra-specific male seal aggression,
marine debris entanglement, and sea-level rise
(Antonelis et al. 2006, Baker et al. 2006, BertilssonFriedman 2006). Translocations have been used as an
important conservation tool to mitigate some of these
sources of mortality, and most monk seal translocations moved pups within FFS to reduce their risk of
Galapagos shark Carcharhinus galapagensis predation (Baker et al. 2011). Few monk seal translocations, however, have addressed the problem of prey
limitation in the NWHI, although few alternative
conservation tools are available to mitigate this ecosystem-level threat (Norris et al. 2011, Baker et al.
2013).
The objective of this study, therefore, was to
translocate monk seals from a site with poor juvenile
survivorship (FFS) to another site in the NWHI that
was expected to offer an improved probability of survival as a result of better foraging conditions. Nihoa

Island (NIH) was selected as the release location
because, although population monitoring efforts at
this site have been sparse and sporadic, monk seal
numbers appeared to be increasing and seals were in
better body condition compared with other NWHI
sites, indicating food resources may be non-limiting
(Baker & Johanos 2004, Carretta et al. 2016). For this
study, multiple factors that can influence the success
of a translocation program were examined. Specifically, the health, foraging behavior, habitat use, and
survival of translocated and non-translocated (resident) monk seals were compared to assess the efficacy of translocations aimed at improving foraging
conditions for young seals. This integrated approach
served as a framework for ongoing and future interatoll Hawaiian monk seal translocation efforts and
likely has implications for other endangered and
threatened species reintroduction programs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Translocations and animal handling
Twelve weanling monk seals were translocated
450 km from FFS to NIH on 31 August 2008 and 22
August 2009 via the NOAA research vessel ‘Oscar
Elton Sette’ (Table S1 in the Supplement at www.
int-res.com/articles/suppl/n032p103_supp.pdf). Only
seals with weaning axillary girths > 90 cm were
selected for translocation because monk seals weaned
with lesser girths have extremely poor probabilities
of survival across all NWHI (National Marine Fisheries Service [NMFS] unpubl. data). Approximately
equal numbers of males and females were translocated to minimize skewing of the sex ratio at the
donor and recipient sites (Johanos et al. 2010). Additionally, the number of translocated seals was limited
to 6 individuals per year to reduce the potential for
negative density-dependent impacts at NIH while
maintaining adequate sample sizes for statistical
analyses. Seals were held in cages and monitored
continuously during transport (≤46.5 h) but did not
receive food or medical treatment. At NIH, translocated weanling (TW) seals were released within
100 m of the single sandy beach because a shorebased release was not physically possible. In addition, 9 resident adult (RA) and 8 resident weanling
(RW) monk seals were captured at NIH on 10−11
September 2008 and 1−4 September 2009 (Table S1).
All seals were handled for biological sampling, satellite instrument attachment, and morphometric measurements (Baker & Johanos 2002), except biological
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samples were not collected from RW seals in 2008
due to logistical constraints.

Health data collection and analyses
Each seal was examined clinically by a veterinarian at the time of handling. Blood and nasal and
rectal swabs were collected and stored at 4°C for
≤6 h until processed or frozen at ≤−80°C for later
processing. To assess the health status of seals
before translocation, complete blood counts and
partial serum chemistry analyses were performed
using manual field techniques (Norris 2013), with
results compared to published normal ranges for
blood values for this species (Reif et al. 2004).
Aliquots of frozen serum were sent to various diagnostic laboratories to test for antibodies to infectious
agents, and swabs were used to test for influenza A
(2008 and 2009) and B (2008). Fecal samples stored
in modified Cary Blair media (C&S Medium, Medical Chemical Corporation) were maintained at 4°C
for 6 to 16 d and cultured for enteric bacteria at
University of California, Davis Veterinary Medical
Teaching Hospital.
A contingency table was used to test the null
hypothesis that there was no difference in pathogen
prevalence between resident and translocated seals.
The likelihood ratio was used to test statistical significance (α < 0.05 for all tests). Only 5 infectious agent
categories were included in the analysis (Chlamydophila abortus antibodies, Clostridium perfringens,
Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., and a group of all
other enteric bacteria detected in at least 1 seal) to
ensure ≤20% of category combinations had expected
frequencies <5.0. Post-hoc subdividing contingency
tables were used to examine which pathogens likely
were responsible if a difference was detected. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20 (IBM Corporation) or MATLAB 7.14 (Mathworks).

Foraging behavior data collection and analyses
Satellite instrument programming
and data processing
A satellite-linked time-depth recorder with a
global positioning system (GPS; Mk10-AF tag,
Wildlife Computers) was attached to the dorsal
pelage of each seal using 10 min epoxy (ITW Devcon). Satellite instruments transmitted 150 to 250
times daily when polar-orbiting NOAA satellites
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were in view. Transmissions were attempted every
45 s unless the tag wet/dry sensor was dry for
≥10 min when the transmission interval increased to
90 s. After a tag was dry for ≥2 h, transmissions
paused. The tags binned dive depth, dive duration,
and time-at-depth (TAD) summaries into 14 frequency histograms for four 6 h periods (start times:
00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 h local time). Depth
was sampled every 10 s. Dives < 2 m, < 30 s (2008),
and < 60 s (2009) were not analyzed. Mk10-AF tags
also used FastlocTM technology (Wildtrack Telemetry
Systems Ltd.) to rapidly acquire GPS locations during
seal surfacings (Bryant 2007). Fast-GPS fixes were
collected at 10 min intervals with a maximum of
4 successful (signal received by ≥4 satellites) and
3 failed attempts per hour. Only Fast-GPS and dive
histogram data, transmitted via the Argos Data Collection and Location Service, were used because
transmitter recovery was not possible in most cases.
Telemetry data from weanling seals were divided
into 2 periods: (1) an initial phase in which weanlings
were primarily on land or near NIH and had limited
diving activity (post-weaning fast), and (2) a second
phase with independent foraging behavior. These 2
phases were used because monk seal pups, similar to
other phocids, have large lipid stores and typically
fast for prolonged periods after being weaned abruptly (e.g. Reiter et al. 1978, Worthy & Lavigne
1987). For each weanling seal, the post-weaning fast
was defined separately as having ended when the
seal first dove > 40 m deep and moved away from
NIH for >1 d. Extensive survey effort at FFS allowed
post-weaning fast duration and age at translocation
to be determined for TW seals using known or estimated birth and weaning dates (± 2 d), excluding 2
unknown birth dates (minimum age was calculated
for these animals using date of first sighting). Birth
and weaning dates, however, were largely unknown
for RW seals because population monitoring efforts at
NIH were limited. Adult seals had 1 tracking period,
which was synonymous with the independent foraging phase of weanling seals.
Telemetry data for seals with tracking durations
≤26 d of independent foraging or that did not extend
beyond the post-weaning fast were excluded from
the analyses. All telemetry data processing and analyses were conducted in MATLAB using customwritten and built-in codes. Geospatial data were analyzed and displayed using the Transverse Mercator
projection and World Geodetic System 1984 reference ellipsoid in MATLAB’s Mapping Toolbox 3.5.
For all results, means were reported along with standard error (SE).
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Dive behavior analyses
The 14 dive depth and duration frequency histograms were condensed into ≤6 bins to reduce the
number of bins with zero values and simplify interpretation without losing the resolution necessary to
investigate among-group differences in diving activity. For each seal, the proportion of dives per bin was
calculated for each depth and duration record to
standardize for differences in number of records
received. Mean depth, duration, and TAD frequency
histograms were compared qualitatively among TW,
RW, and RA seals. For weanling seals, dive histogram
data were processed and analyzed separately for the
2 tracking periods. Additionally, because a relationship between weaning body size and dive duration
has been observed in other marine vertebrates
(Watanuki & Burger 1999, Hindell et al. 2000, Irvine
et al. 2000), mean proportion of dives ≤6 min, during
the foraging phase, was regressed against mass for
weanling seals.

Horizontal spatial use analyses
Fast-GPS locations were filtered to remove inaccurate location estimates (≤2.3% of locations removed
per individual; Freitas et al. 2008, Norris 2013). Filtered locations were interpolated on a 2 h interval
using the hermite spline method (Tremblay et al.
2006). To examine at-sea horizontal spatial use, the
spatial grid cell method was used because it is transparent and generates more precise utilization distributions (UD), which was appropriate for this study
given its small spatial scale and the increased transmission rate and spatial accuracy of GPS data (Kie et
al. 2010, Maxwell et al. 2011). Grid cell size and positioning, however, can greatly affect the output (Kenward 1987). A grid cell size of 2 km2 was used because it was small enough to examine fine-scale
movements but large enough to minimize gaps between used cells (Maxwell et al. 2011). The grid was
centered on NIH and positioned to minimize the
number of cells containing land.
UD were generated for each group following
Maxwell et al. (2011). For each individual, the number of interpolated locations per grid cell was normalized to proportions using total number of interpolated at-sea locations, excluding locations ≤100 m of
NIH shoreline and from post-weaning fast. These
proportions were averaged cell-by-cell for all seals in
each group and converted to cumulative proportions
of locations per cell (cells with same proportions were

summed together) to create group UD with 10% isopleths. Group home ranges (HR) were defined by the
95% UD isopleth. Each HR was divided into core and
peripheral areas using the 10% UD increment at
which seal space use deviated the most from random
use (Bingham & Noon 1997, Powell 2000). Core and
HR areas and percentage overlap among groups
were calculated (Robson et al. 2004).
To compare foraging excursions among seal groups
(excludes post-weaning fast), trip distances, relative
search index (RSI), duration, circular directional
bearing, and circular distance were determined (Call
et al. 2008). Maximum trip distance was calculated as
the great-circle path (GCP) from the center of NIH
(23.06° N, 161.92° W) to the farthest GPS location for
each trip. Total trip distance was the sum of straightline distances between consecutive locations for each
trip, and RSI was total trip distance divided by maximum trip distance. Circular directional bearing was
calculated along the maximum trip distance, and
group mean circular direction was calculated using
second-order analyses although number of trips
among individuals was unequal (Zar 1999). The associated circular distance was used to investigate if
mean trip directions were similar (range of 0 to 1 with
greater values indicative of greater directional clustering of trips).
For all trip statistics, only complete trips with ≥2
locations and total trip distance ≥2 km (when trip
duration was > 4 h) or total trip distance ≥4 km (when
trip duration was ≤4 h) were included. Locations
≤100 m of NIH were considered on-land. Mean trip
statistics were calculated for each seal then averaged
for each group to account for unequal number of trips
among individuals. Comparisons were conducted
separately for (1) weanling seal groups and (2) adult
and weanling seals. Differences in maximum trip distance and RSI were tested using 2-sample independent t-tests or, when the assumption of equal variance
was rejected, randomization tests (10 000 iterations).
Effect sizes (T ) for t-tests were calculated (Cooper et
al. 2009). Rayleigh’s test was used to test individual
circular uniformity of directional bearing.

Habitat use data collection and analyses
To characterize benthic habitat, focal camera drops
were conducted at 45 sites on the terraces around
NIH and at the bank 9 km to the west of NIH (WNB)
using an underwater video camera (SplashCam
Deep Blue Pro, Ocean Systems). Site locations were
randomly determined and stratified based on seal
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diving activity (< 40, 40−60, 60−80, and 80−100 m)
and spatial use (unused and more and less intensely
used areas). Camera drops were conducted on 5 d in
2010 and 2011 with the vessel platform drifting for 1
to 5 min (camera oriented straight down ≥1 m off
seafloor; Table S2). These drift data were converted
to point data using the start drift coordinates because
of the homogeneity of habitat regardless of drift distance and camera distance from seafloor.
For each site, the physical and biological benthic
habitat was characterized using a modified version of
the NWHI classification scheme (NOAA 2003). Here,
induration, or the degree of surface hardness, was
defined as hard-bottom (HB) or unconsolidated (UN)
sediment with additional characterization of the benthic habitat at NIH described elsewhere (Norris
2013). Proportion of sites characterized as UN or HB
within the core area of each seal group was determined. To assess if these 2 habitat types were used
more or less than expected by each group, percentage error was calculated for observed proportions
relative to expected values for all sites (RA seals) or
sites on the NIH terrace only (weanling seals).
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retained in the analysis. If a difference in body size
was detected, discriminant analysis was conducted to
determine the relative importance of AG and DSL.
To determine whether weanling seals translocated
to NIH had greater probabilities of survival than nontranslocated seals of the same cohorts, a logistic
regression was used with survival to Age 1 as the
binary response variable. Because AG and DSL were
correlated (r = 0.833, p < 0.001) and sex affects juvenile survival at FFS (Baker & Thompson 2007), only
AG, sex, and group were included in the model as
predictors. Model selection was based on Akaike
information criterion corrected for small sample sizes
(AICC; Burnham & Anderson 2002). Because the
smallest weanling seals were not considered translocation candidates, separate MANOVA and logistic
regression analyses were conducted using these
same methodologies but with only weanling seals
with AGs greater than the AG for the smallest seal to
survive to Age 1 included.

RESULTS
Health status

First-year survival data collection
and analyses
First-year survival of TW seals was compared with
2 control groups: (1) non-translocated weanling seals
that remained at FFS (FFS controls; n = 36), and (2) all
weanling seals, including the 8 RW seals, born at
NIH (NIH controls; n = 16) in 2008 and 2009. The percentage of seals re-sighted at Age 1, or in subsequent
years (up to 2011), relative to total number of seals in
each group was calculated as minimum first-year
survival. Minimum survival was used because efforts
to re-sight translocated and NIH-control seals occurred on only 12 d in 2009 to 2011 due to logistical
constraints (an inability to camp on NIH limited surveys to biannual trips lasting ≤4 d with overnight
stays aboard a ship). Thus, the survey effort at NIH
was <1.0% of the survey effort at FFS and insufficient to obtain reliable estimates of survival.
Because size at weaning affects first-year survival
(Craig & Ragen 1999, Baker 2008), difference in body
size among treatment groups was examined using a
1-factor multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
Axillary girth (AG) and dorsal standard length (DSL),
collected as soon after weaning as possible, were
used (± 0.5 cm). One FFS-control AG (71 cm) was a
univariate outlier, but this individual was measured
within 2 wk of weaning (Johanos & Baker 2011) and

Based on hematology, serum chemistry, and physical examination, seals were clinically healthy at time
of handling and translocation. Few infectious agents,
or antibodies to them, were detected in resident and
translocated seals (Tables S3 & S4 in the Supplement). Chlamydophila abortus antibodies, however, were detected in 42% of translocated and 77%
of resident seals (titers ≤ 1:40), and several species or
genera of enteric bacteria were cultured from seals in
both groups. In addition, there was a difference in
pathogen, or pathogen antibody, prevalence between
resident and translocated seals (likelihood ratio4 =
11.199, p = 0.024). With removal of the other enteric
bacteria category, there was no difference in prevalence between groups (likelihood ratio3 = 5.068, p =
0.196). Therefore, the difference likely resulted from
greater prevalence of other enteric bacteria, primarily Vibrio spp., in resident seals (likelihood ratio1 =
6.131, p = 0.013).

Foraging behavior and habitat use
Weanling seals were translocated to NIH at an
average age of 78 ± 5 d, and post-weaning fast duration for TW seals was 84 ± 5 d. Seals included in these
analyses were tracked for 133 ± 15 d, excluding the
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post-weaning fast, with lesser tracking durations for
RA seals (98 ± 25 d) than for weanling seals (TW:
163 ± 22 d, RW: 134 ± 29 d; Table S1).

Diving behavior
During the post-weaning fast, TW and RW seals
had similar shallow, short duration diving (Fig. 1)
with almost all their time spent at depths <10 m (TW:
88.2 ± 2.7%, RW: 95.6 ± 1.0% of TAD). In contrast,
after the post-weaning fast, weanling seals spent
approximately 45% of TAD below 10 m, similar to RA
seals.
Dive depth patterns for TW and RW seals also were
similar after the fasting period, with weanling seals
most frequently diving to 40 to 60 m (TW: 58.0 ±
6.1%, RW: 51.0 ± 9.4% of dives; Fig. 2a). Diving
activity among RA seals was more variable, and
dives for this group were more broadly distributed
across depth bins. Dives to depths > 80 m were infrequent (3.8 ± 2.2% of dives), with the exception of 1
adult female seal that consistently demonstrated
deeper diving activity (44% of dives > 80 m). No seals
dove to depths > 300 m.

Fig. 1. Mean ± SE proportion of dives to each (a) depth and
(b) duration bin during the post-weaning fast. TW: translocated weanling (n = 10); RW: resident weanling (n = 8)

In contrast to group trends for dive depth following
the post-weaning fast, dive duration frequency histograms were more similar between RW and RA seals
than weanling seal groups (Fig. 2b). Specifically, TW
seals more frequently dove for durations ≤6 min
(56.3 ± 6.0% of dives) compared to RW (39.5 ± 1.6%
of dives) and RA (42.4 ± 4.5% of dives) seals. For
weanling seals, mean proportion of dives ≤6 min was
negatively related to mass (F1,13 = 18.349, p = 0.001,
r2 = 0.625; Fig. S1) with 5 smaller TW seals diving for
lesser durations and 3 larger TW seals diving more
similarly to resident seals. Additionally, although individual seals in each group dove in excess of 25 min,
the majority of dives for all seals were <10 min (95.0
± 1.2%).

Horizontal spatial use
Translocated and resident seals almost exclusively
used terrace habitat around NIH and at several submerged banks (water depths < 200 m; Fig. 3). Only
3 TW seals briefly visited the WNB terrace, and no
RW seals used this nearby bank. The areas immediately around NIH and <13 km east of NIH were used

Fig. 2. Mean ± SE proportion of dives to each (a) depth and
(b) duration bin following the post-weaning fast for translocated weanling (TW; n = 8) and resident weanling (RW;
n = 5) seals compared with resident adults (RA; n = 7)
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to a greater degree by weanling seals. Thus, there
was substantial overlap between the core (55.8%)
and HR (46.5%) areas of TW and RW seals. In contrast to weanling seals, significant spatial segregation and greater dispersion was observed among RA
seals. Five RA seals exclusively used the NIH and
WNB terraces, and 2 RA seals, one of which was the
adult female with deeper diving activity, foraged at 3
distant banks to the northwest and southeast of NIH.
As a group, RA seals rarely used the interior region of
the NIH terrace that was used by TW and RW seals
and instead demonstrated greater use of the terrace
edges around the 60 m depth contour. Consequently,
only 19.6% overlap in core and 34.5% overlap in HR
areas were observed between weanling and adult
seal groups. Weanling and adult seals, however, had
similar individual core and HR area sizes despite the
RA seals’ use of more distant foraging grounds because RA seals visited the same areas repeatedly.
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There also were similar foraging trip distances,
RSIs, durations, circular directions, and circular distances among weanling seals (Figs. 4 & S2). Thus, no
differences in mean maximum trip distance (t11 =
1.039, p = 0.321, T = 0.299) or RSI (t11 = −0.245, p =
0.811, T = 0.074) were detected between TW and RW
seals. Among RA seals, however, there was greater
variability in foraging trip statistics. Variance for maximum trip distance was significantly greater for RA
seals compared with weanling seals (F6, 12 = 263.811,
p < 0.001), and there was a significant difference in
maximum trip distance between weanling (10.0 ±
0.5 km) and RA (26.3 ± 10.9 km) seals (randomization
test, p < 0.05). Weanling seals had greater mean RSI
than RA seals; however, this result was not statistically
significant (t18 = 1.128, p = 0.274, T = 0.257). Foraging
trips for weaning seals were concentrated east of NIH,
whereas there was little directional clustering of foraging trips among RA seals (Fig. 4). All seals had simi-

Fig. 3. (a) Southern portion of the Hawaiian Archipelago
showing (b) translocated weanling (TW), (c) resident weanling (RW), and (d) resident adult (RA) seal group utilization
distributions (UD). Seals used habitat around Nihoa Island
and at 4 nearby banks (red rectangle in a). In (b−d), group
home ranges (HR) are the total colored areas, and core areas
are outlined in black with core/HR sizes shown for each
group (cell size = 2 km2; black star = Nihoa Island). The
200 m isobath is indicated by the grey lines
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Fig. 4. Mean foraging trip circular directional bearings and circular distances (radial coordinates) for each individual (grey
lines) and group (black lines). Greater circular distances were associated with greater directional clustering. TW: translocated
weanling; RW: resident weanling; RA: resident adult

lar directional bearings on repeated foraging trips, except for 1 RW seal that demonstrated circular uniformity in trip direction (z = 1.960, p = 0.141).

NIH terrace sites. This relationship was greater for
RW (91% increase) than TW (59% increase) seals. In
contrast to weanling seals, RA seals used UN sites to
a lesser extent relative to the proportion of UN sites
for all sites surveyed (26% decrease).

Habitat use
Approximately 75% of sites surveyed at NIH were
HB (Table 1, Fig. S3). Pavement (solid carbonate
rock) was the dominant HB type. It was, however,
difficult to determine if rocky features at some HB
sites were attached outcrops or loose rocks and dead
coral fragments (i.e. talus), especially for sites on the
southeastern edge of the WNB terrace. Conversely,
11 sites had UN sandy sediment (24%), most of
which were approximately 55 m deep and concentrated <12 km east of NIH within the core areas of
TW and RW seals. Thus, TW and RW seals used UN
sites to a greater degree than expected relative to all

Table 1. Proportion of habitat assessment sites within the
core areas of translocated weanling (TW), resident weanling
(RW), and resident adult (RA) seals categorized as unconsolidated (UN) or hard-bottom (HB) sediment. Observed (Obs.)
values for TW and RW seals were compared with proportion
of each habitat type for sites on the Nihoa terrace only (NIH)
and for RA seals for all sites combined (All) using percentage
error: %E = (proportionobs − proportionsites) / proportionsites) ×
100. Positive values for %E represent increased use by seal
groups relative to proportions for surveyed sites (expected
values), whereas negative %E values represent decreased
relative use
NIH
TW
sites Obs. %E

RW
Obs. %E

All
sites

RA
Obs. %E

UN
0.29 0.45 + 59
HB
0.71 0.55 −24
Total no. 28 11

0.55 + 91
0.45 −36
11

0.24
0.76
45

0.18 −26
0.82 + 8
22

Re-sights and minimum first-year survival
From 2009 to 2011, 18 translocated and resident
seals were re-sighted in good to excellent body condition (Table S1). Most of these individuals and 3
additional RA seals also were re-sighted between
2012 and 2015, and all but 1 translocated and 2 resident seals remained at NIH. Two TW seals, however,
likely died immediately after being translocated
(satellite tags stopped transmitting ≤6 d post-release,
seals were never re-sighted, and 1 seal did not
appear to go ashore at NIH). Including these 2 immediate mortalities, at least 50% of TW seals survived to
Age 1. This was greater than the first-year survival of
non-translocated weanling seals at FFS (31%) but
was slightly less than that of non-translocated weanling seals at NIH (69%).
There were differences in weaning body size
among TW, FFS-control, and NIH-control seals
(Wilk’s lambda = 0.825, F4,118 = 2.976, p = 0.022). The
first discriminant function explained 99.3% of the
variance (canonical r2 = 0.173, χ24 = 11.436, p = 0.022)
and indicated that TW and NIH-control seals were
similar in size (AGTW = 109.9 ± 1.9 cm, AGNIH-control =
108.8 ± 3.1 cm; DSLTW = 130.0 ± 1.9 cm, DSLNIH-control =
127.7 ± 1.7 cm) and larger than FFS-control seals
(AG = 101.6 ± 1.9 cm, DSL = 122.1 ± 1.4 cm). Length
(loading = 0.995) had greater relative importance on
this size difference than girth (loading = 0.747).
Axillary girth was the only term retained in the
most parsimonious model predicting minimum
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Table 2. Generalized linear model results comparing minimum first-year survival of 3 weanling seal groups (translocated seals and non-translocated seals from the donor and
recipient sites). Change in Akaike information criterion for
small sample sizes (ΔAICC) is relative to the best fitting
model (least AICC). The null model includes only the intercept term. AG: axillary girth; df: degrees of freedom

AG
AG + group
AG + group + (AG × group)
AG + group + sex
Null model

AICC

ΔAICC

df

71.833
73.535
74.725
75.878
88.398

1.702
2.892
4.045
16.565

57
55
53
54
58

first-year survivorship (Table 2). Weanling seals
with greater AG had greater probabilities of survival (odds ratio = 1.141, 95% confidence interval
= 1.057 to 1.231).
To account for any size bias of selecting TW seals
by including only weanling seals with AG ≥ 97 cm
(AG of smallest surviving seal) in these analyses,
minimum first-year survival was greater for NIH controls (79%, n = 14) than TW (50%, n = 12) and FFScontrol (40%, n = 25) seals. There were, however, no
differences in body size among the 3 groups (Wilk’s
lambda = 0.843, F4, 94 = 2.094, p = 0.088). For this subset of weanling seals with AG ≥ 97 cm, again, only
AG was retained in the most parsimonious minimum
first-year survivorship model (Table S5).

DISCUSSION
Health status
Translocations have the potential of exposing resident and translocated individuals to novel pathogens, and individual health can affect post-release
success (Viggers et al. 1993, Deem et al. 2001). This
study included pre-release health assessments for
all translocated seals, which are uncommon in
translocation studies (Mathews et al. 2006). It was
not possible, however, to perform real-time infectious disease screening on translocated or resident
seals before translocations due to the remoteness of
the NWHI. Instead, the potential disease exposure
risk was deemed minimal because clinical signs of
disease were not observed in monk seals at the
donor or release sites prior to translocations and
few infectious agents or antibodies have been
detected in monk seals across the Hawaiian Archipelago (Aguirre et al. 2007, Littnan et al. 2007). An
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exception to this is that, similar to this study,
Chlamydophila abortus antibodies have been found
in 36 to 70% of monk seals at most NWHI sites
(Aguirre et al. 2007). Although C. abortus has been
linked to reproductive failure in other mammals
(Brown et al. 1987, Papp et al. 1993), this pathogen
has not been detected or associated with clinical
disease in monk seals, despite this high antibody
prevalence (NMFS unpubl. data). Thus, it seems
unlikely that the low antibody titers for C. abortus
detected in many resident and translocated seals
affected translocation success. Similarly, most enteric
bacteria cultured from seals in this study, some of
which are potentially pathogenic (Thornton et al.
1998, Xie et al. 2005), were present in monk seals
at other sites (Aguirre 1998, 2000, Littnan et al.
2007). Vibrio spp. was detected only in resident individuals (54%) and likely accounted for the difference in pathogen prevalence between resident and
translocated seals. Because a relatively small number of individuals were tested in this study, possible
site-specific differences in exposure to enteric bacteria, especially Vibrios, as well as the potential
impacts of these pathogens on monk seal health
and translocations, remain unclear and require further investigation.

Foraging behavior and habitat use
Habitat quality at the release site may be one of the
most influential factors affecting translocation outcome but often is only subjectively evaluated rather
than being quantitatively assessed as was done in
this study (Wolf et al. 1996, 1998, Armstrong & Seddon 2008, Moorhouse et al. 2009). Deep sand fields
(50 to 100 m) have been identified as important foraging habitat for adult and especially yearling monk
seals at FFS (Parrish et al. 2000, 2005). Similarly,
weanling seals at NIH, both those resident and
translocated to this site, preferentially used areas
with unconsolidated sediment. Monk seals at other
NWHI sites have secondary dive modes to deeper
depths and may forage >100 m to minimize competition with large predatory fishes (Parrish et al. 2002,
2008, Stewart et al. 2006). In contrast, resident and
translocated seals at NIH infrequently dove > 80 m,
with the exception of 1 adult female that repeatedly
foraged at 2 distant banks. At NIH, the sandy habitat
is relatively shallow (~55 m), and lesser apex predator biomass exists relative to most other NWHI
(Friedlander & DeMartini 2002). These factors indicate that monk seals at NIH may not be required to
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dive as deep to find adequate food resources and do
so with fewer competitors. This may be particularly
advantageous for young seals that have less foraging
experience and reduced diving capabilities compared with older individuals. Young seals, therefore,
may have improved probabilities of survival at NWHI
sites that have more accessible sand fields relative to
the number of seals and other predators using this
habitat. However, more systematic and ongoing in
situ and remote sensing surveys are needed to better
characterize monk seal habitat quality throughout
the Hawaiian Archipelago and identify release locations that may support successful translocations in
the future.
Even with favorable habitat quality at the release
site, the ability of translocated individuals to develop
effective foraging strategies post-release also can
greatly impact success, but this factor rarely is evaluated in translocation studies. Weanling seals resident
and translocated to NIH had similar diving activities
and movement patterns, both during the post-weaning fast (i.e. immediately following translocation) and
after transitioning to foraging behavior that was
more similar to that of RA seals. The only significant
difference between these 2 groups was that TW seals
more frequently dove for durations ≤6 min compared
with RW seals, which likely resulted from the lesser
dive durations of 5 smaller TW seals. Although there
were no differences in size at weaning between TW
and NIH-control groups, these 5 TW seals were 15 kg
less in mass and 9 cm less in girth than other TW and
RW seals included in the foraging behavior analyses.
Because TW and RW seals dove to similar depths, the
lesser dive durations for the 5 smaller TW seals indicated these individuals had less time at the bottom to
search for and capture prey. Smaller weanling seals
can modify their diving behavior to compensate for
constraints in dive duration and can have greater foraging success than larger individuals when prey
resources are non-limiting (Burns 1999, Irvine et al.
2000), as was suspected to be the case in this study.
The foraging success of the smaller TW seals, therefore, may not have been adversely affected by more
frequent diving for lesser durations, especially because these individuals appeared to have similar or
greater first-year survival (60%) relative to other TW
and RW seals.
In contrast to weanling seals, RA seals demonstrated greater fidelity to more distant foraging
grounds, perhaps because these areas provided reliable higher-quality prey resources and/or less competition (McConnell et al. 1992, Parrish et al. 2000,
2002). There also was significant individual variabil-

ity in diving activity and increased spatial segregation among adults. Thus, there were a range of
foraging patterns used by seals at NIH. TW seals,
however, exhibited the same narrow range of behaviors observed in similarly aged resident seals. Data
from this and previous studies (NMFS unpubl. data)
indicate that during the post-weaning fast, monk
seals primarily remain in shallow nearshore habitats,
and nursing mother-pup pairs remain in the vicinity
of the birth location. Therefore, because the postweaning fast for TW seals lasted >12 d post-translocation, these seals likely first moved into deeper
habitats associated with foraging at NIH, similar to
RW seals. This indicated that TW seals had normal
foraging activity that was not altered by translocation. The variable foraging behavior and habitat
use of RA seals also indicated that substantial monk
seal foraging habitat exists at NIH that young seals
should be able to exploit as they grow in size. Consequently, weanling seals, resident and translocated to
NIH, should continue to thrive at this site, in part because of favorable habitat quality, and survival to reproductive age is essential for a translocation program
to have a greater impact on population recovery.

First-year survival
Translocated individuals often have reduced survivorship compared with individuals resident to the
release site, particularly immediately following release (Ruth et al. 1998, Reinert & Rupert 1999). In this
study, 2 TW seals likely died within 1 wk of being
translocated and may have accounted for the difference in first-year survival that was observed between
translocated and non-translocated weanlings at NIH
(~60% for both groups if these 2 TW seals were excluded). Because one of these seals did not appear to
go ashore at NIH, a precautionary approach for future
monk seal translocations that may reduce immediate
post-release mortality would be to release translocated
seals directly onto land, rather than a nearshore waterbased release as was necessary in this study.
Another factor that can impact post-release success
is the pre-release body condition of translocated individuals, but again, many translocation studies fail to
examine this relationship (Pinter-Wollman et al.
2009). Greater weaning body size has been associated with increased survivorship in monk seals, including those that were translocated (Craig & Ragen
1999, Baker 2008, Baker et al. 2011). Similarly, translocated and non-translocated weanling seals at NIH
were larger and had greater survivorship than non-
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translocated weanling seals that remained at FFS.
With these differences in body size among groups,
combined with the small sample sizes and minimal
re-sight efforts at NIH, it was not possible to definitively determine if first-year survivorship increased
as a result of translocation in this study. Previous
monk seal translocations aimed at improving foraging conditions for weanling seals resulted in greater
differences in survival to reproductive age for
translocated (40%) and non-translocated seals at the
donor site (7%; Baker et al. 2011). Thus, it is important that survival to reproductive age and any breeding contribution of translocated seals be determined
through ongoing population monitoring efforts to
better assess translocation program success.

CONCLUSIONS
Traditionally, many definitions of translocation success use long-term metrics of population stability or
growth (Griffith et al. 1989, Fischer & Lindenmayer
2000, Gusset et al. 2009). These population-level
trends depend on numerous factors, some of which
were examined as part of this study. There was little
evidence of infectious diseases in translocated and
resident seals at NIH, suggesting the risk of exposing
seals to novel pathogens as a result of translocation
likely was minimal. However, because exposure to
novel pathogens poses a significant threat to the population recovery of Hawaiian monk seals and other
endangered species (Daszak et al. 2000), pre-release
health assessments that include infectious disease
testing are an increasingly important component of
any translocation program. When pre-release pathogen testing is not possible, which often may be the
case for translocations in remote field settings, ongoing surveillance and robust risk assessment for infectious diseases may be a suitable alternative. Additionally, weanling monk seals translocated to NIH
demonstrated normal, effective independent foraging with no observable post-translocation effects on
movement patterns, diving activity, and habitat use.
Because TW seals were still in their post-weaning
fast at the time of translocation, their foraging behavior and habitat use largely developed at NIH, similar
to RW seals. This indicates that individuals that are
translocated with limited foraging experience are
capable of rapidly adapting to their post-release
environment. Although the effect of translocation on
first-year survival could not be determined because
of several confounding factors, translocated seals
may have greater survivorship relative to non-
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translocated seals at FFS over a longer timeframe,
likely in part because of improved foraging conditions at NIH that should support the continued survival of TW seals to reproductive age. Because
numerous factors can affect long-term survival and
reproduction contribution, the integrated approach
used to assess translocation success in this study provides greater insight into the efficacy of this conservation strategy and further suggests that translocation aimed at mitigating prey limitation for weanling
seals is a viable and important conservation tool for
Hawaiian monk seals.
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